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wetnet wrote:
Oh, I forgot..Blue eyed beauties. Oh, Daddy of the gorgeous girl, why is she such a success??? Gfen? I
believe that was your post. I did add some things for flavor.

I'm not sure what you're trying to communicate, here. I think its you referring to the time I watched Heather Seitz
give a presentation...
Without slagging her, I went to see Joe Humphries. I quite enjoyed her presentation on guiding anf fishing the
Kola, IIRC, however. She was a nice presenter, knew her thing, and yes, was quite a cutie (although I'm insulted
by your connotation of my interest in her in being a sweet young lass, as I am a fat old man without my head in
the clouds).
However, whats amusing is you never quite understood the question I asked her father. Its OK, you weren't
there and are just making things up as you go along, as evidenced by your snarky little asides up there.
No, I will tell you exactly what I asked her father. "How did you manage to get your children to really take to and
embrace fly fishing? I don't mean the competition thing, but the fact that she enjoys the outdoors."
You read it right, hotstuff, at no point did I ever remotely insinuate anything about competition because I never
cared. I found it remarkable that the man's daughters both took to fishing to the extent that they did, and further
more the fact that she's parlayed it into a decent career and a long term educational and employment scenario,
working IIRC in fisheries science.
Perhaps your interpertation up there is supposed to be blithely dismissed with "add some things for flavour," but
if that's the reason you've so outlandishly, and stupidly, expressed your belief, then I suggest you be wary of the
posts were I begin to put quotes to you.
Why is it that people who are steadfastly against those of us who find competition silly are so hellbent on
making it appear that we're just hypocrits and actually despertly want to be a part of your silly little games?

Honestly, are you people trying to compensate for something? Oddly, the one guy here with a vested interest in
selling the product is the one who generally has had the most even keel responses (SeanC).

